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INTRODUCTION
Many events of 2021 remind us of how
interdependent we all are and how important the
work of all Global Citizenship Education educators is.
By facing the complexity of the world and building
rallying points from which global civil society
initiatives can unfold, they are helping to make
this interdependence an opportunity for people to
connect.
It seems to us that GCE witnessed two trends in
Belgium in 2021: Firstly we noticed an endeavour
to better define what Global Citizenship Education
is. The transformation of development education
into Global Citizenship Education was not only a
semantic change but an occasion to deepen some
questions about the relevance of GCE, its limits, its
actors, its orientations, its purpose.
What is GCE really for, who is it for, how should it
be practised, how can it be evaluated? These are all
questions that continue to be raised and that call
for many nuanced answers. Undoubtedly, the rapid
progression of GCE as an academic discipline in its
own right has confronted us with ideas that need
to be taken seriously, with the need to question
our practices in the light of recent theoretical
developments and the experiments that are being
carried out in the field of education and in civil
societies around the world.
Furthermore, the rapid changes taking place in our
world also push us to look at GCE in a different
way: As the Enabel study on youth engagement
shows, youngsters turning their backs to traditional
citizenship and civic engagement platforms does not
mean that we now live in a world of withdrawal and
disengagement. Young people are engaged, but on
their own terms, and on digital or physical platforms
that they are building. GCE will certainly have to
adapt to these new realities and think about how it
can create «opportunity structures» that can support
and encourage these new forms of engagement.

The second 2021 GCE trend was the focus on the
decolonisation debate. The matter was more widely
addressed to the development cooperation sector,
but it seems to us that the GCE sector positioned
itself as a leader in this debate following the social
field and demands to «decolonise cooperation».
This 2022 edition of the Global Citizenship
Education magazine focuses on this topic. From a
GCE viewpoint decolonisation becomes more acute
in three ways. Firstly, from a decolonial perspective
on GCE we should redefine the very concept of
global citizenship and ask ourselves questions as to
who defined what citizenship is and how this was
defined. Is its definition universal? Who defined
what the practices, behaviours and values of a global
citizen should be and how was this defined?
Secondly, this must lead us to revise our
interpretations of the processes that fuel global
inequalities and injustices: Representations that
underlie our knowledge, production capacity and
life styles also form the basis for systems that make
global injustices possible. Therefore, also such
understanding of the world must be incorporated
into the GCE knowledge clues.
Thirdly, we should question our practices from a
decolonial perspective on GCE: How do we come
into contact with otherness? How do we look
at other ways of living, of knowing, of societybuilding, of engaging, of imagining peace, justice
or sustainability? How, on the scale of a globalised
civil society, can we really co-build, in an egalitarian
manner, effective commitments for a more
sustainable and just global world?
We are very pleased with the four contributions in
this magazine that address these issues. You are
certainly familiar with some of the authors of this
2022 edition: They are among the most interesting
and powerful voices in today’s international
academic debate on the need to decolonise GCE.
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Prof. Abdi (University of British Columbia, Canada)
allows us to reposition the challenges of the
decolonisation debate in GCE. Anielka Pieniazek
(University College London, UK) has us consider the
question of global citizenship from other sources, in
this case from the African Ubuntu philosophy, as a
means of epistemic decolonisation. Finally, the last
two contributions have us look at two pedagogical
experiences that consider GCE from a decolonial
perspective.
The contribution of Dr. Pashby (Manchester
Metropolitan University, UK), Sund (Örebro
University and Mälardalen University, Sweden) and
Wicker (Manchester Metropolitan University, UK)
has us discover new resources to address the issue
of sustainability from an ethical and decolonial
perspective. The contribution of Dr. Susa (Gesturing
Towards Decolonial Futures Collective) introduces
us to the experience of the “Gesturing Towards
Decolonial Futures” collective and how it views
educational work ‘in depth’.
Enjoy the read! We hope your GCE practices will be
inspired by this magazine!

Kevin Goris & Cécile Giraud
GCE Centre of expertise - Enabel
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DECOLONIZING THE RHETORIC OF
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP STUDIES AND
EDUCATION
Ali A. Abdi, University of British Columbia, Canada
The rapid growth of global citizenship studies and
related education scholarship for the past 20 or
so years have been, to say the least, remarkable.
Granted the analytical and critical approaches
to citizenship studies is expectedly of important
focus at the intersections of few disciples including
education, politics, sociology and related areas which
should locate the area as of important knowledge
and power relations prominence and prospect.

With these contemporaneously taken-for-granted
realities, the role of citizenship education should be
responsive to the enhancement of such citizenship
on a platform of rights and responsibilities.
Moreover, as John Dewey (1926) said, in a still
relevant analysis noted, the pragmatic education of
citizens is essential in creating and advancing viable
politico-economic and related livelihood situations
that sustain democratic citizenships and governance.

That is being as it is, it should still be necessary to
critically engage the conceptual, theoretical and as
required, practical accounting for the geographical
and socio-cultural categories of the case. Indeed,
with culture defined for this purpose as the tempospatial lived realities, expectations and desires of
people in different zones of the world, the historical
as well as the actual locational factualities of global
citizenship studies and its operational categories of
education should heavily influence, even shape the
relevant constructions and claims of the situation.

With somewhat not totally detached intentions but
with different historical and spatial contexts, the
Brazilian philosopher Paulo Freire (2000 [1970]),
highlighted the centrality of critical pedagogy and
literacy to awaken people from their normalized
subordinate status in national and by extension,
global spaces.

Basically, whose histories, cultures, and educational
characteristics shaped and continue to shape this
proliferation of global citizenship studies and
education Research?
Indeed, in any critical readings of citizenship, as an
ongoing explanatory construct of people’s lives,
we shall perceptibly discern it and operationalize
it within boundaried or quasi-boundaried spatial
blocks that confine the lives of citizens in their
political, legal and educational rights.
This emanates from the understanding and granting
of citizenship status (in both national and global
spaces) on either Jus Sanguinis (right of blood – via
parentage), jus soli (right of soil – place of birth), and
jus domicili (by naturalization).

With the above pointers on the general readings
of citizenship, including its boundaried, selectively
liberating and/or oppressive categories, the recent
massive expansion of global citizenship studies and
education (intended here for both global citizenship
and global citizenship education and hereafter,
GCSE) with the undergirded claims of extra-national
conceptual and theoretical deployments via
especially the scholarship of Western and Western
universities-based scholars, need to be approached
with heavy dose of representational skepticism
as to whose histories, cultures, rights and actual
worldviews and developmental needs are intended.
In practical terms, even after about 20 years of
expanding foci (in multiple conferences and resulting
voluminous academic publications), the political
and legal operationalizations of the claims of GCSE
have been, for all pragmatic undertakings, of nonconsequential practical outcomes.
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That is, citizenship is still implemented within
national boundaries, which could also problematize
the rhetorical constructions of the so-termed GCSE.
Yet from the writings of the German Philosopher
Immanuel Kant in his in 1795 essay, Perpetual
peace (2016 [1795), with the possibilities of select
cosmopolitanism (world citizenship) expandable
to at least some European contexts, to the works
of Dewey and selectively Freire, and into currently
self-styled GCSE academic platoons including
this author, the quasi-belief system that we can
create citizens (Callan, 1997) through learning
reconstructions minimally demonstrates some
analytical desirability.
In perhaps inserting a more hopeful point at this
moment, the aspirational side of the case should not
be abandoned, for as Dower noted at about the still
airborne, loaded plane (in metaphorical terms) of
GCSE was taking off in early 2000s, we could read
the case as aiming for a global ethic that appreciates
and in aspirational terms, heralds our interlinked
world with elevated inter-human care possibilities
(Dower, 2002).
While not completely abandoning the aspirational
ethics, one critical query here should be how was it
that so many scholars suddenly claimed this GCSE
expertise - without any recorded qualifications – on
the socio-historical, cultural, political and economic
lives of billions of people across the world who all
live very complex lives with complex citizenship
contexts that have been complexly constructed over
millennia.
The query does not of course, mean that we should
question the basic privilege of all researchers,
irrespective of the epistemic or historiogeographical locations, to choose their research
topics and focus. Yet, the speed with which so many
Western scholars claimed this generalized expertise
on GCSE was astonishingly of higher order velocity.
That, when especially the locus of such research was
almost exclusively focused on so-called developing
world spaces with different quotidian life realities
that are both physically and emotionally detached
from most situations of the ‘new GCSE academic
experts’.
Presumably attached to the above, with observable
ontological and epistemological colonizations,
was the assumption that this newly proliferating
scholarship was not applicable, perhaps more
accurately not needed, in Europe and North America.

In counter-analytical extensions here, the perfect
and less than perfect citizenship assumptions
(i.e., whose citizenships required studying and
presumably improvements) seemed to have been a
priori settled. With this and without any epistemic
and/or research concerns about the minimal, if not
totally lacking, developing world context familiarity
for many of these academics, the new scholarship
and its attendant knowledge assumptions were in
full force.
By hindsight and knowing that among the aims of
research is to pose thematically relevant questions,
design methodological platforms of investigation,
analyze the findings and present contextually
ameliorative recommendations, what has been the
multi-level citizenship improvements in the lives of
the GCSE research subjects in Africa, Asia and Latin
America?
I will say more about in the next paragraph, but to
note it thickly here, not much measurable livelihood
advancements. Interestingly though, there was
one important, measurable outcome out of this
exercise: the career advancement of Northern-based
academics and undoubtedly few of their Southern
collaborators where the procurement of institutional
recognitions through the granting of tenure and
attached professional rewards including the
attainment of professorships were enthusiastically,
even gleefully celebrated.
In general, practical readings of the world, the
condition of the world since the massive expansions
of GCSE seems to be actually worse than it was in
early 2000s. For brevity and with this restrictive
space, let me selectively provide just few glimpse of
our basic human condition now.
For starters, neoliberal economic policies via the
draconian loan guarantor schemes of the World Bank
and International Monetary Fund have pauperized
so many in the world with poor countries suffocating
under the weight of this debt. Add to this the fact
that in 2021, the richest 1% in the world now own
as much as about 7 billion people.
Moreover, the number of refugees fleeing the failure
of their citizenship contexts have exponentially
increased with the current number estimated at
around 85 million people (the highest ever), not of
course currently counting the 26,000 who perished
in the Mediterranean Sea between 2014-2021.
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The people who perished were desperately
trying to reach Europe where they are unwanted
and unwelcome, with those who reach there,
warehoused in Southern Italian coastal towns/cities,
lately dehumanized at the Belarus-Polish border
and long abandoned in sub-human conditions near
Calais, France.
This human cruelty on other humans was what
brought the Head of the Catholic Church, Pope
Francis in December 2021, to the Greek Island
of Lesbos, who after visiting the refugee camps
there, described the situation as a tragedy of
‘forgetfulness and a shipwreck of civilization’.
In addition, the percentage of the world’s
population who are food insecure (many of these
on the brink of starvation) is estimated by the
United Nations to be between 720-810 million, the
highest ever.

By so doing, we can refrain from the ongoing
Eurocentric and racist according of epistemic
and civilizational achievements to colonizing
Europe and its descendants in North America and
elsewhere.
With that important knowledge and human
achievement-origins agreement, we shall cede
immediate conceptual, theoretical and experiential
GCSE spaces to the hitherto intensely studied
but hardly understood populations who can now
share their authentic and certainly critical readings
and practices of their citizenships as explicated
via locally relevant ways formulated, taught and
practiced for viably thriving life systems over
millennia.

While I do not have the space to fully critique
the colonialist historical and current destructions
effecting these counter-citizenship conditions,
suffice it to note here the longue durée corporeal
deforming of people’s existentialities that achieved
one outcome: ‘Europe and later America are inter
alia, and via the teachings of imperialist modernity,
the most advanced places on earth, the best places
to live, with inculcated devoir de vie to grab that
life as soon as possible’.
It is on these bases, among few others, that the
need to re-conceptualize, re-theorize and re-voice,
basically decolonizing GCSE is urgently needed. To
do so, we need to minimally create new knowledge
contribution and dialogic spaces for extra-western
peoples.
As such, for those who might be joining anew or
even de novo (if some mental or even practical
exposure happened before) to the urgently needed
horizontal deconstructions and reconstructions of
contemporary GCSE scholarship, the intersections
of the local and global (in historical, cultural,
epistemic and educational terms) should form the
starting blocks that could lead to the collective
decoding and recoding of the constructs as well as
the operations of GCSE by all stakeholders.
Such dialogue shall be encircled by the mutual
appreciation that all utility-bound fragments
of knowledge, education and advancement are
outcomes, in categorical terms, of collective human
endeavor (Harding, 1998).

With that, we could appreciate the centrality of
primordial citizenships, intended here as one’s
rightful situatedness in their corners of the globe,
that were always created and practiced on quasinaturalized platforms of citizenship education and
undertaken via formal and/or informal instructional
methodologies and on contextually required
modifications (Abdi, 2015).
As such, the project to formulate and establish
decolonized and multi-centric GCSE requires
reparative, selectively redemptive and for all,
reconnected onto-epistemological reconstructions
that firstly apply the knowledge recognitive credits
that were missing or deliberately denied to some,
and from there, reclaim the learning designs and
contributions of all.
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In assuming that attitude about GCSE scholarship,
we shall be able to dismount from the presumptively
thorough breed European and Euro-North America
currently galloping knowledge horses and replace
such continually colonizing and unjustifiably
arrogant epistemic mono-centricity with something
much better.
Indeed such problematic GCSE discursive
unilinearity and unidirectionality have expounded
thick linguicide and epistemicide clusters (see
wa Thiong’o, 2009; de Sousa Santos, 2014) that
render so much extra-western GCSE perspectives
unheard, unseen, unappreciated and apropos frozen
in a subterranean tundra that is slowly becoming
difficult to excavate and procure for human as well
as ecological wellbeing and advancement.
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UBUNTU
CONSTRUCTING SPACES OF DIALOGUE
IN THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
Anielka Pieniazek - The UCL Institute of Education, United Kindgom

Global (Citizenship) Education (GCE) is a complex
term, manifested in academic, educational, policy
and civil society contexts and influenced by different
themes and philosophical viewpoints. In the light of
the ongoing interest that the concept has received, it
can be observed that the wealth of work concerning
GCE to date has focused on evidence, research and
perspectives from the Global North (Bhattacharya &
Ordonez Llanos, 2017).
Whereas, ideas, practices and complexities of
Southern perspectives have not been covered and
represented in the same way. This article considers
how the postcolonial and decolonial debates make
visible the conditions that produce these type of
unequal realities.
It also points that these lenses can be useful tools
in the search for alternative and more critical
approaches to studying global issues and discussing
GCE. Following on that discussion, the text then
offers an opportunity of an encounter with the
southern African philosophy of Ubuntu as an
invitation to considering multiple perspectives of
knowledge generation in GCE.
Postcolonial and decolonial theories examine
the domination of the Global North/ West in
the economic, political, cultural, and knowledge
production terms. They alert to the violence of
colonialism and imperialism on indigenous peoples,
including slavery, and highlight the fact that the
capital and resources of the Global North have
been obtained and preserved through a history of
exploitation of the Global South and its peoples
(Ashcroft et al., 2007).
Despite the formal dismantling of colonies, the
legacy of these systems continues to shape the
contemporary world, and the global economy,
including the inequalities between countries and
regions and the wealth distribution.

Awareness of the above applied in the educational
context provokes multiple and complex questions,
among them is, how the topics of global issues:
poverty, migration, peace and conflicts, refugee
crisis, etc., are conveyed in curricula and taught
around the world? (Mikander, 2016).
It poses a question of how differently they could
be approached if the postcolonial and decolonial
lenses were applied. The argument advanced here
is that critical Global Citizenship Education shaped
by the above, has the possibility to interrogate the
taken-for-granted assumptions that global problems
are the result of incapability of the Southern
countries to develop and act in the interest of their
communities.
It can instead, invite a critical reflection on the
role and position of the Northern countries within
the matrix of power relations. It can also offer
individuals and societies the opportunity to reflect
on their privileges and provide insight into how
everyday choices contribute to global inequalities.
Finally, it can be a starting point in a long and critical
process of disrupting the givens and taking small
steps towards change.
In the context of academic practice, postcolonial
and decolonial theories are concerned with the
project of decolonising knowledge. This process can
be understood as a collective effort that challenges
how Eurocentric knowledges have been given the
status of superior, ‘more advanced’ or ‘developed’
over other intellectual traditions, which have been
labelled as ‘primitive’, ‘underdeveloped’ and denied
scientific credibility (Anghie, 2004).
Hall and Tandon (2017) observe that what is
classified as scientific knowledge in most of the
universities around the world is a form of the
Western canon, conceived in Europe by white
male academics in the Middle Ages and therefore
represents only a small proportion of all existing
systems of knowledge.
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Decolonising involves rejecting the claim that
Eurocentric knowledge is fundamentally objective,
universally valid and can be applied to the rest of
the world (Kessi et al., 2020). Instead, it situates
this body of knowledge in a specific geographical,
historical and cultural context from which it
emerged.
In this understanding of reality, Western knowledge
is local and based on contextual realities of the
region. It can thus no longer assume authority over
other ways of thinking, as it is only one of many
available understandings of the world. This leads to
important questions about rethinking and reframing
of the curricula around the world to incorporate
previously silenced and excluded sites and ways of
thinking.

It may be understood as a philosophy, a knowledge
system grounded in Sub-Saharan African
perspectives, traditions, and realities, that tries to
capture the essence of what it is to be human, the
complexity of human existence, the personhood
(Bewaji & Ramose, 2003). The increasing interest
in the notion of Ubuntu has been linked to two
key South African Nobel Peace Prize laureates,
Archbishop Desmond Tutu and President Nelson
Mandela, who through their political involvement
and advocacy raised the profile of the concept
internationally (Ngcoya, 2009).

An important example of this can be found in the
2015 #RhodesMust Fall and 2016 #FeesMust Fall
student led protests that that took place in South
Africa and centred on structural racism, access
to higher education and dominance of Western
curricula at the expense of theories, concepts and
knowledge systems from Africa and the Global South
(Ahmed, 2017).
Engagement with non-Western knowledge systems
such as the southern African philosophy of Ubuntu,
can also be seen as an element of epistemic
decolonisation of GCE. Inspired by critical debates
in the field and a belief that Southern voices,
experiences and perspectives need to have an equal
status in an education that aims to be inclusive and
increase understanding of inequalities in the world,
in the final part of this article, I offer a self- reflective
approach of learning from Ubuntu.
As a European researcher based in the Global North,
I am not claiming that I understand Ubuntu, but I am
merely attempting to bridge ideas and share the
learning journey in a dialogue with the concept. It is
my hope that this can form a contribution towards
addressing historical inequalities within the field of
GCE where worldviews from outside of the North are
acknowledged and new possibilities of engagement
are created.
Ubuntu is a word from a group of Bantu languages
spoken in southern Africa. Its meaning is derived
from the African proverbs in Sotho and Nguni
languages and is often summarised as ‘a person is
a person through other persons’ or ‘I am because
we are’ (Mboti, 2015). While it is hard to capture
the essence of the meaning of Ubuntu due to its
semantic richness, this multidimensional concept has
often been translated as “humanness” “humanity”
or “human interconnectedness” (Ramose, 1999;
Waghid & Smeyers, 2012).

Ubuntu
• refers to a moral quality of a person who
is generous, caring, empathic, hospitable,
compassionate (Kayira, 2013).
• emphasizes that individual’s humanity is fostered
in a network of relationships and the importance of
obligations that human beings have towards each
other that lead to solidarity
(Eze, 2017).
• expresses interconnectedness of beings,
interdependence and membership to a community
(Letseka, 2013).
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The above definitions highlight Ubuntu’s
celebration of humanity and the need to stand
in solidarity with a larger community. Ubuntu
acknowledges that we are all connected and that
our actions affect others, the natural environment
and ourselves.

This could help in developing in learners an
understanding that the world is much broader than
the Western conceptualisations of thereof and
provide space for reflection around stereotypes
they may hold about other cultures and where
these come from.

If we think about these values in the context of
critical Global (Citizenship) Education, there is a
space for dialogue. Critical GCE not only raises
awareness about global challenges such as climate
change, environmental degradation, human rights
abuses, racism, xenophobia, but also engages
with projects that enable redistribution of rights,
opportunities and resources (Pashby, 2016).

For both learners in the North and the South,
Ubuntu framework can be used to provoke
reflection around the human rights discourse.
Firstly, by problematizing how the West has claimed
ownership over the declaration and secondly, by
offering a complementary angle to the mainstream
conceptualisations of human rights.

In his book, African Philosophy of Education
Reconsidered: On Being Human (2014), Yusef
Waghid proposes an innovative use of African
philosophy of education founded on Ubuntu to
challenge inequalities and provide solutions to
social challenges.
Waghid argues how Ubuntu, through the
characteristics it incorporates such as
“acknowledgement of humanity”, “cooperation
and sharing”, it brings together elements of human
rights, peace and conflict resolution and social
justice. He suggests that the process of recognition
of humanity in oneself and others through Ubuntu
can create a consciousness that can lead towards
re-examination of beliefs and result in collaborative
action.
Learning from Ubuntu may be valuable for both
learners from the Global North and the Global
South. In her vision of education in Africa, N’dri
Assie-Lumumba (2017) calls for an approach
that reconnects African intellectual traditions,
knowledge systems and wisdoms to help integrate
past and present, reclaim and reconstruct history
and cultural heritage.

In the classic interpretations of the human rights
discourse, the significance is placed on protecting
individual self and the individual other. Whereas,
Ubuntu’s idea of human interdependence places
an emphasis on responsibilities towards the
community. What follows from this, is that a
dialogue between both conceptualisations can
enrich the human rights discourse with an outlook
that recognises both the obligations towards
individuals as well as the welfare of the community
(Swanson, 2015).
To conclude, the intention of this article was to
build on the discussions about postcolonial and
decolonial theories and advocate for an inclusive
theory and practice of GCE. One that is underpinned
by search for causes of inequalities, solidarity
with the Other, reflexivity (Andreotti, 2016) and a
dialogue between the established approaches and
contributions which have been developed in the
Global South.

In this sense Ubuntu inspired education can
result in empowered communities that have
the confidence to collectively address both
local and global problems. In the context of the
Global North, applying the philosophy of Ubuntu
requires contextualising it in a broader project of
decolonisation of knowledge to avoid appropriation
and reproduction of already existing exploitative
relationships of domination.
The proposed point of departure involves
discussing the existence of multiple sources of
knowledge in the world (Ubuntu being an example
of a philosophy from southern Africa) and requires
talking about them in a non-hierarchical way
and genuine recognition of their richness and
complexities.
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ENGAGING WITH ETHICAL GLOBAL ISSUES
IN THE CLASSROOM IN ‘GLOBAL NORTH’
CONTEXTS: A RESOURCE FOR TEACHERS
Karen Pashby – Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
Louise Sund – Örebro University & Mälardalen University, Sweden
Kate Wicker – Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
United Nations Sustainable Development Goal Target
4.7 states all learners must access quality education
for sustainable development (ESD) and global
citizenship (GCE). However, research demonstrates a
tendency for global learning initiatives in the ‘Global
North’ to (often unintentionally) reproduce colonial
systems of power where a ‘we’ in the North solve
the problems of a ‘them’ in the South and to stepover complex ethical issues around power inequality
and on-going colonial legacies in local and global
contexts (e.g., Andreotti, 2006, 2011; Shultz & Pillay,
2018).
The global North/South distinction can also hide the
way inequalities are reproduced in local and regional
contexts. In their critical study of the United Nations
Decade for ESD, Huckle and Wals (2015) argued
that environmental issues require a broader global
learning connection that is deeply theoretically
grounded to avoid superficial approaches (see also
Sund & Pashby.
Wals (2015) argues for the importance of addressing
teachers’ discomfort in taking up ethical issues
within ESD. Today’s global issues, including those
related to environmental degradation and climate
change, are ethical in nature in that they are
embedded in wider processes and systems of the
exploitation of humans and natural resources, and
there are questions of who is more responsible for
and who experiences the most impact from these
issues such as climate change.
In the International Youth White Paper on Global
Citizenship (2017), young people from around the
world recommended that their teachers gain further
professional development in critical approaches to
GCE in order to “help students seek out, listen to and
incorporate marginalized perspectives in order to
question and possibly unlearn mainstream ways of
thinking and address inequitable balance between
the dominant and marginalized perspectives” (10).

Building from these recommendations, SDG 4.7
can be directly actioned by countries in the ‘Global
North’ in a way that takes-up rather than steps over
these concerns by supporting a complex approach to
teaching ethical global issues in classrooms.
However, we noted a lack of research about whether
teachers in northern Europe are adequately
resourced to do so in a critical manner. We
conducted a participatory research project with
teachers in England, Finland and Sweden to examine
to what extent are teachers in northern Europe able
and resourced to engage critically with ethical global
issues?
Funded by the British Academy from 2018-2019, it
involved secondary and upper secondary teachers
across the three contexts who identified as teaching
about global issues and volunteered to participate.
Bringing together expertise in the areas of critical
GCE (Pashby) and post/de-colonial engagements
with environmental and sustainability education
(Sund), this project directly engaged teachers with a
pedagogical approach that takes-up colonial systems
of power in the teaching of ethical global issues.
We conducted workshops with secondary and
upper secondary teachers in England, Finland,
and Sweden, introducing them to a HEADSUP tool
(Andreotti, 2012) specifically designed to explicate
seven patterns of oppression often overlooked in
the way global issues are framed, engaged with,
and responded to, particularly in ‘global North’
contexts when discussing issues contextualised in
‘global South’ contexts: hegemony, ethnocentrism,
ahistoricism, depoliticization, salvationism,
uncomplicated solutions, and paternalism.
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Twenty-six teachers participated with seven of those
taking part in classroom visits. They taught a range
of subjects but most taught Geography and Social
Sciences. Data sets included pre and post workshop
surveys, transcriptions of workshop discussions, and
reflective interviews after classroom applications.

Teachers on the project applied deeply theoretical
constructs related to historical and present-day
power imbalances in teaching global issues (Pashby
& Sund, 2020). Students appreciated deeply
engaging in ethical considerations around global
issues.

While the sample size was not large, the research
pointed to some important areas to consider for
research and practice. A thematic analysis of data
sets indicates this group of teachers are eager
and willing to take a more critical approach to the
teaching of global issues. Further, their students
appreciate being challenged by complex ideas and
deeply engaging in ethical considerations around
global issues. However, they face some challenges
and constraints.

However, teachers faced some significant challenges
around balancing a critical and constructive
approach, inspiring students to enact positive
change without stepping over deep complexities,
and negotiating mainstream political tensions
within classrooms and schools, particularly in the
context of diverse classroom demographics (e.g., as
connected to local issues of racism, sexism, and a
push to be ‘politically correct’ in class [see Pashby,
Costa & Sund, 2020]).

Key findings include:
• Teachers are both enabled and constrained by
curriculum, and many find strategic ways to take a
critical approach.
• Including colonialism as a key factor in global
issues is taken-up explicitly by some, seen as a
potentially contributing to an unconstructive and
simplistic view by others, and encouraged as an area
for further development by many.
• Teachers face an overwhelming number of
educationally-relevant materials and desire a
resource that can be adapted to current teaching
in order to deepen engagement. (Pashby, Sund &
Cocoran, 2019, 3)

These challenges require further research.
The empirical findings informed a set of guiding
principles that sought to support teachers in
engaging productively with ethical global issues
pedagogy.
•Global issues are complex. We need pedagogical
approaches that take up rather than gloss over these
complexities.
• Environmental issues are deeply tied to social,
political, cultural and economic inequalities. It is
essential to link these to historical and present-day
colonial systems of power.
• Connecting to all species in our world requires
an ethical stance towards both the deep issues
threatening us all and the differently experienced
impacts of environmental issues.
• Classrooms are important spaces for raising
questions. There are solutions to promote and
actions to be taken. Re-thinking and unpacking are
themselves important actions. When schools and
wider community activities promote charity appeals,
classrooms can support students to deeply engage
with and identify tensions and possibilities.
• Reflexivity must be encouraged and developed.
Understanding nuances and considering tensions
and paradoxes is as important to global citizenship
as taking specific action (or deciding not to take
action). These must go hand in hand. (Pashby &
Sund, 2019, 3; see also Sund & Pashby, 2020)
These guiding principles directly influenced
the creation of a teacher resource, drafted with
participants, piloted in classroom in all three
national contexts, and published in all three
languages.
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The Teaching for Sustainable Development Through
Ethical Global Issues Pedagogy resource (Pashby
& Sund, 2019) supports a critical and complex
approach to SDG 4.7 with activities to support
practice before, during, and after students learn
about a particular global issue.
It is adaptable to different issues covered in school
curricula, deepening current practice. In the piloting
stage, teachers applied the resource to topics such
as climate change and urbanisation in the context of
international development.
Teachers involved in the resource development
articulated that the process had inspired them
to deepen their practice, and they especially
appreciated having a space to talk through and
constructively apply their concerns and ideas with
researchers and teachers from across contexts.
Teachers on the project have presented the resource
to educators in their regions and further workshops
have been developed and facilitated in Europe and
North America.
In 2020 we surveyed 16 people who were not part
of the project but had found out about the Ethical
Global Issues resource. Respondents included
primary, secondary and graduate level educators,
as well as trainee teachers and applied education
researchers across a range of subjects in Europe and
North America.
Responses indicated that the resource supported
critical discussion on social issues and their root
causes, helping to support new, or deepening
existing practice. It centres discussions on issues
of power, oppression and privilege; supports deep
conversations about global issues; and helps to
identify and challenge mainstream perspectives.
Respondents found it to be an inclusive resource,
attractive to a diversity of students and useful for
scaffolding learning on complex issues. Teachers
noted its flexibility to explore a variety of topics that
can be adapted to individual classroom contexts and
its practicality as a framework for lesson planning.
Respondents also highlighted the clear and concise
presentation of complex ideas. The survey results
show that in addition to supporting lesson planning,
the resource is useful for professional development
towards adopting more critical, relevant and
collaborative approaches.

One respondent indicated it is being used to
support curriculum review and development and
the choosing and adaption of teaching materials
in a large international organisation. There were
challenges identified in terms of supporting
teachers who are less familiar with critical
perspectives and using the resource in primary
settings, and these comments will inform the future
development of the resource.
The resource was included in a review of 10 case
studies of transformative learning (Suša, 2021).
Several follow-up projects are underway including
adapting for more explicit anti-racist pedagogy and
for use with primary students, and a new project
funded by the Swedish Research Council (20222025) will involve a series of workshops over a more
sustained period of time to co-produce knowledge
with teachers in Sweden about the possibilities and
challenges of engaging decolonial praxis in teaching
global issues.
The Ethical Global Issues Pedagogy Project
demonstrated both a need and a desire for further
opportunities for educators to engage with and
decolonial concepts. The HEADSUP tool was useful
in evoking both the opportunities and challenges
of such work. We found it was a good way to reflect
on how historical patterns of oppression can be
reproduced in global issues teaching in these
three national contexts. However, it is best seen as
one possible intervention rather than a solution.
And, resistance to such work is also important to
recognise (Pashby & Sund, 2020).
As the author of the HEADSUP tool notes (Andreotti,
2016), this work can be limited by cognitive (what
is legible in teachers’ world views) and procedural
(what is expected/desired within educational
systems) challenges. Further, it can support a move
from awareness for inspiration and problem-solving
for personal affirmation by being more open to
facing complexity and engaging more radical
critiques to support better informed solidarities.
However, the tool can also re-centre modern
subjectivities and institutions (Andreotti, 2016). The
Gesturing Towards Decolonial Futures Collective
offers some tools that support facing the (im)
possibilities of educating for existence otherwise,
beyond the modern onto-epistemic grammar of the
modern/colonial imaginary.
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GESTURING TOWARDS DECOLONIAL FUTURES DEVELOPING THE CAPACITY TO FACE DIFFICULT
AND PAINFUL CHALLENGES OF OUR COMPLEX,
UNCERTAIN AND VOLATILE TIMES
Rene Suša – Gesturing Towards Decolonial Futures Collective*
Gesturing Towards Decolonial Futures (GTDF)
Collective is an international assemblage of
researchers, artists, educators, students, social
justice and environmental activists and Indigenous
knowledge keepers. The educational work of the
collective brings together concerns related to
racism, colonialism, unsustainability, climate change,
economic instability, physical and mental health
crises, as well as the intensification of social and
ecological violence.
Unlike many other educational initiatives, the
pedagogical frameworks developed by the GTDF
collective start from the premise of questioning our
normalized assumptions, beliefs and investments in
the continuity of the kind of life and social structures
we have been socialized into.

Therefore, none of us can claim to already hold the
answers and imaginaries of what such different
futures might look like. Indeed, one of the main
arguments that guide our work, suggests that true
alternatives lie hidden, not in what we can imagine,
but in the realm of not (yet) imaginable.
For members of the GTFD collective, taking
unsustainability, violence and injustice seriously
means that they are not considered to be unintended
and unfortunate side-effects of the kind of societies
we have, but are instead seen as essential preconditions for their continued existence.

Drawing on insights and contributions from different
communities around the world, but especially
from Indigenous communities in contexts of highintensity struggles in Latin America and Canada, the
work of the collective has often been described as a
decolonial, non-Western psychoanalytical approach
to global education.

In terms of environmental, sustainability and social
justice issues and other topics, this means the
pedagogical frameworks and approaches developed
by the GTDF collective are attempting not only to
question our collective and individual capacity, but
above all examine our willingness or unwillingness
to adopt the necessary changes and transformations
required to address the many destructive
patterns that consciously and unconsciously
guide a substantial part of our shared and socially
sanctioned and rewarded behaviour.

This means that in its analysis of “wicked” global
problems, the collective explores what kinds of
pedagogical practice and theory are required
when we take the inherent unsustainability and
multifaceted violence (such as racism, gender-based
violence, classism, speciesism and others) and
injustices of our modern societies seriously.

In this, the work of the GTDF collective often
goes against the grain of common approaches to
pedagogy, where more and better knowledge is
considered to be the main vehicle that informs
changes in our thinking, which in turn is supposed
to lead to changes in our behaviour that ultimately
translate into changes in our societies.

The word “gesturing” in the name of our collective
reflects our shared belief that truly different kind of
futures that would not be simply an extension of our
modern/colonial present, will only be possible when
the stifling grip that modernity/coloniality exerts on
our minds, hearts and bodies loses its power.

Such approaches usually operate from the
underlying assumption that when given the right
knowledge, skills and opportunities, people will act
in ways that are beneficial to everyone.

* This text was originally published in: Suša, R. (2021). Imagining Transformation Otherwise. Bridge 47 Publication.
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Instead of seeing better information, more
knowledge and more critical thinking as the
main, or even only vehicle for social change and
transformation, members of the GTDF collective see
our individual and collective incapacity seriously
to address the multiple global crises we are facing
today (environmental, social, health, political,
economic, etc.) as resulting from a problematic and
harmful modern/colonial habit of being that keeps
us attached to and invested in the kind of beliefs,
illusions and false hopes we are unwilling and
perhaps unable to let go.

They are: (1) the denial of systemic violence and
complicity in harm (the fact that our comforts,
securities and enjoyments are subsidized by
expropriation, dispossession and exploitation
somewhere else), (2) the denial of the limits of
the planet (the fact that the planet cannot sustain
exponential growth and consumption), (3) the denial
of entanglement (our insistence on seeing ourselves
as separate from each other and the land, rather
than entangled within a living wider metabolism
that has its own non-human intelligence), and (4) the
denial of the depth and magnitude of the problems
we face.

In some ways, these attachments and investments
could be compared to neuro-chemical addictions,
because many of these harmful habits of being
(individualism, separability, narcissism, human
exceptionalism, and others) are socially sanctioned,
and we often derive a sense of pleasure from
pursuing them.
According to the research and pedagogical
experience of the members of the collective, this
kind of behaviour thus works hand in hand with
our affective unconscious investments into the
continuous upkeep of harmful patterns of behaviour
we have been socialized into.
Rather than facing the full extent of the
consequences of our actions, which, at end of the
day, may manifest themselves in our destruction
of the planetary capacity to continue sustaining
the human species, we instead deploy countless
strategies of denial and distraction that help us shift
our attention away from what really matters.
Members of the GTFD collective examined strategies
and approaches used by various communities,
initiatives, movements, activists, artists, researchers
and other organizations and individuals, especially
in contexts of low-intensity struggles, to engage,
or not engage, with the problematic aspects of
modernity’s multiple inherent structural violence,
such as (neo)colonialism, racism, heteropatriarchy,
unsustainability and extractivism.
They observed and mapped four main constitutive
denials that can be traced across the spectrum of
different approaches to social change. The general
prevalence, and in many cases, depth of these
denials, has led the GTDF collective to suggest that
we may count these denials amongst the structural
elements of the modern/colonial habit of being.

Although not all of these denials are fully present at
all times, the collective’s research suggests that it is
very difficult, if not impossible, to find and imagine
approaches to social change and transformation that
would be fully mindful of addressing all four denials
at all times.
One of the reasons this is such a difficult task is that
many aspects of these denials are unconscious,
and even our best intentions at addressing them
invariably lead us to reproduce them in different,
and often more subtle, ways.
One of the main sets of pedagogical tools
being developed by GTDF collective are social
cartographies.
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Social cartographies are visual, metaphoric,
provisional and situated mappings that can support
people in clarifying the conditions and particularities
of their own contexts, and help them to learn to sit
with and learn from contradictions without seeking
to resolve them immediately.
These cartographies are being developed to
support the depth and rigour of intellectual and
self-reflective processes by orienting the processes
through critical generosity, attention to difference,
and self-implication, and thus avoid simplistic or
universal solutions to complex problems.
At the same time, cartographies create space for the
breadth and integrity of the affective and relational
processes that are involved in facing the full scope
of current challenges, and walking and stumbling
together toward other possibilities without
determining the direction or outcome of change in
advance. The key social cartography used in the work
of the GTDF collective is the house of modernity.

which sees humans as fundamentally separate not
just from the rest of nature, but also from each other.
The pedagogical experience of the GTDF collective’s
members suggests that one’s relationship to the
house and investments or lack thereof in accessing
its promises depends in part on where one is
situated in relation to it, not only currently but also
in aspiration (e.g., content being in the basement;
desiring to monopolize the space on the top floors;
seeking mobility from the bottom floor to the top; at
the doors struggling to get in; outside of the house,
but not seeking entry, etc.).
This has important educational implications in terms
of imagined and desirable social transformation,
because depending on where we see and feel
ourselves to be situated in the house, and depending
on how we would like our position to change and
on the extent to which we believe the house is still
viable, we will want to enact different kinds of social
change, or perhaps only want to engage in cosmetic
changes to the house rather than deeper structural
transformation, or even its dismantling.
Members of the GTDF collective believe these
changes in self-perception and language related
to it are not only instrumental in building greater
capacity for critical self-reflexivity but can also help
learners release some of the socialized investments
in coherent narratives and singular solutions that are
often inimical to deeply transformative pedagogical
work.

House of modernity is used as shorthand to describe
modernity as a way of being, seeing, desiring and
relating to the world grounded on the foundation
of separability of humans and nature, the twin
carrying walls of the nation-state and Enlightenment
(humanism), all sheltered by the roof of global
capitalism.
When members of the GTDF collective speak of
modernity they refer not only to the basic political
structural elements of our modern societies
(capitalist nation-states), but also their deeper
existential underpinnings, such as the notion of
universal reason (Cartesian rationality), and above all
the notion of individualistic separability,

Perhaps more importantly, they can help participants
engage with the “shadow” or hidden side of
their unconscious, which is often overlooked in
educational practice but which also contains crucial,
if perhaps uncomfortable, insights for personal and
collective change.
More recently, the collective has framed its work
as “depth education”, which is an educational
modality directed towards deeper manifestations of
sobriety, maturity, discernment and accountability.
In navigating the volatility, uncertainty, complexity
and ambiguity of our current times, depth education
is primarily about the development of “stomach and
stamina” to navigate storms in choppy seas.
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In other words, depth education is about developing
negative and generative capabilities. Negative
capability (i.e. stomach) is about our individual and
collective disposition and capacity to face difficult
and painful things without feeling overwhelmed,
immobilized or demanding to be rescued from
discomfort.
Generative (stamina) capability is our individual
and collective disposition and capacity generatively
to navigate and move thinking and emotions in
contexts characterized by fast-paced change, hypercomplexity, polarization, and wicked challenges (i.e.
storms/choppy seas).
This is different from teacher-centred and studentcentred education, as it requires everyone to decentre themselves, disarm their affective landmines,
declutter distractions and disinvest in harmful
desires in order to re-centre the world we share and
have collectively harmed.
More information about the pedagogical, artistic and
cartographic experiments of the GTDF collective,
can be found at: www.decolonialfutures.net. More
information about the Last Warning Campaign can
be found at: https://lastwarning.org/.
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